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Abstract
This thesis work is mainly motivated to solve the stereo correspondence problem. As solving
the correspondence problem could result a precise disparity map allowing the interpolation
of intermediate views in 3DTV, the disparity map estimation receives nowadays constant
research interests by lots researchers worldwide.
According to the state-of-art, the colour segmentation-based stereo matching algorithm
achieves best performance among all algorithms. This thesis work dedicates to use image’s
colour segmentation information for the region’s disparity modeling by polynomial function,
and refine the final disparity map via a region merging process.
The parameters of local matching algorithm have been studied and we address the at-
tention at disparity polynomial model fitting, disparity map refinement by region merging
process in this thesis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Three dimensional television1 is currently experiencing a surge in research activities. 3DTV
is expected as the third big revolution in the history of television, following the transition
from slient movies to synchronised sound in the 1920s and the arrival of colour in the 1930s.
3DTV is an emerging product of televisions offering stereoscopic imaging, creating the
illusion of depth by presenting a slightly different images to each eye of human. It offers a
richer and more immmersive experience than regular 2DTV that providing 3DTV a very large
amount of promising applications in future. The possible future applications of 3DTV will
be in cinema, games and entertainment, virtual studios, remote collaboration, 3D imaging in
virtual heritage and virtual environments, in medical and biomedical applications and so on.
Since 3DTV has another major advantage against normal 2D television is that it can
deliver real and immersive experiences by supporting user-friendly interactions, so future
immersive teleconferencing service will be realized based on 3DTV technology as well. With
the help of that new conferencing service, we could imagine how effective and natural way for
attendees to participate in a virtual business conference.
All the applications of 3DTV technology is based on the main feature of it, that it creates
an illusion of depth. This feature significantly improves realism than normal 2D television.
And the key factor for creating such excellent illusion of depth is the precise acquisition of
depth information.
From a technical point of view, an array of cameras are taken to produce a sequence of
stereo frames at the same time for the object’s geometric shape in space, and then depth
information of the object could be computed by stereo vision algorithms. Stereo vision refers
to the ability to infer information on the 3-D structure and distance of a scene from two or
more images taken from different viewpoints.
1Through the rest of this document, 3DTV is used instead.
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We could first take a look at the example about how the human visual system perceives
the depth with two eyes, that is the ability of stereo vision system trying to imitate with
multiple cameras. If we hold one thumb at arm’s length and close the right and left eye
alternatively, we could expect that relative position of thumb and background appears to
change, depending on which eye is open or closed. It is precisely this difference in retinal
location that is used by the brain to reconstruct a 3-D representation of what we see [17].
Intuitively, we assume that stereo vision system should follow the same principle as brain’s
that two stereographic frames captured by two cameras (or a sequenc of stereographic frames
captured by the array of cameras) are obtained from slightly different viewing angles that
resulting the positions of a scene point in the space are horizontally displaced in two different
positions in the 2D images. We could perceive the depth of the scene point just from the
amount of displacement in those images. From a computational standpoint, this problem
is known as correspondence problem that consists in determining which item in the left view
corresponds to which item in the right view [17]. In machine system we have to solve the
correspondence problem determs which item in the image obtained by left camera corresponds
to which item in the image obtained by right camera. We illustrate this concept in the Figure
1.1, that due to different perspectives of right and left camera, the corresponding points in
those two images are displaced in different locations horizontally. The amount of displacement
is inversely proportional to the depth of real scene point in the space. We usually define the
length of this horizontal displacement vector between two stereographic frames as disparity,
and it is known a pixel’s disparity is inversely proportional to its depth from the cameras.
[17]. In Figure 1.1, the corresponding point’s X label is its horizontal location and Y label is
its vertical location, so their Y labels’ value should be the same and the absolute difference
between their X labels’ values is their disparity value. So the computation of disparity map
is the key issue of creating the illusion of depth in 3DTV research area, as disparity is used
to interpolate intermediate views in 3DTV. In this document I will focus on the computation
and refinement of disparity as solving the correspondence problem in stereo vision.
Figure 1.1: Binocular depth perception for two sample points
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My approach proposal to solve this correspondence problem is based on creating a parti-
tion of the image and then representing the disparity in each resulting region by means of a
polynomial model. First, the initial disparity map will be computed by local matching algo-
rithm and then the color segmentation algorithm is used to get image color segments label.
For each segment, it will be modeled by a proper order polynomial function (order 0, order
1 or order 2) to fit a plane or a curved surface to represent disparity. In the end, a region
merging step will be implemented to group similar color segment to re-fit a better polynomial
model to refine the disparity map.
1.2 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized as: In chapter 2, the related foundamentals of stereo matching will
be introduced and the state of art nowadays. In chapter 3, we will discuss the mathematical
principles of the proposed approach, including the rectification, color segmentation, local
matching, polynomial surface fitting for each segmented region and finally re-assignment of
polynomial surface fitting by regions merging to refine the disparity map. In chapter 4, we
will review the experiment results and anlysis, I use the reconstructed image to calculate its
PSNR (Peak signal-to-noise ratio) against the corresponding original image for the critical
benchmark of algorithm’s performance. Finally, I present the conclusions of my thesis work
and discuss about the future steps in chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Fundamentals of Stereo Matching
2.1 Problem definition: Disparity Map Computation
2.1.1 A Simple Stereo System
Before the discussion of correspondence problem, it is useful to make a full understanding of
the simple stereo system’s mathematical model. The model is illustrated in the Figure 2.1,
it is the top view of a stereo system composed of two cameras.
Or
Il Ir
Ol
P
Q
P'
Q'
Pl ql qrpr
TOl Or
P
Z
Cl
Pl
Cr
Pr
f
Xl Xr
(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: A simple stereo system. (a)correspondence problem; (b)depth of the point is
estimated from the disparity of corresponding points. Extracted from [17]
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In Figure 2.1 (a), Il and Ir are left and right image places, Ol and Or are the centers
of projection. So the way of stereo algorithm determing the positions of point P and Q is
triangulation: If (pl, pr) and (ql, qr) are chosen as pairs of corresponding image points, the
intersecting rays will lead to interpreting the image points as projections of P and Q; but if
(pl, qr) and (ql, pr) are chosen as pairs of corresponding points, the triangulation will return
points P ′ and Q′. In previous section it has been stated that disparity is inversely proportional
to the point’s depth from the cameras. This allows receiving the position of point in space
from its disparity in image planes. It is actually the second most important problem in stereo
vision as reconstruction problem, after successfully solving the correspondence problem. We
focus on the recovery of the space position for point P in Figure 2.1 (b).
In stereo vision, we define the distance T between the centers of projection Ol and Or
as baseline, cl , cr are the principal points, f the common focal length, and Z the distance
between P and the baseline. It is quite obvious how to get the depth Z is by solving the
similar triangles (pl, P, pr) and (Ol, P,Or) in the Equation (2.1).
T + xl + xr
Z − f =
T
Z
(2.1)
Solving the equation (2.1) we get the value for Z as
Z = f × T
d
(2.2)
where in the equation (2.2) the disparity d = xr−xl is the displacement for pixel positions
between two corresponding points in these images. From the equation (2.2) we can see that
depth is inversely proportional to disparity mathematically. The main purpose of this thesis
is to get highly precise disparity map.
2.1.2 The Correspondence Problem
As it has been discussed in the previous sections, trying to calcuate the precise disparity
map is as well solving the correspondence problem perfectly in stereo vision. We could now
define the problem as a search problem: given an element in the left image, we search for the
corresponding element in the right image. And it will involve two decisions to make [17]:
• which image element to match
• which similarity measure to adopt
In [17] and [7], the correspondence algorithms are classified into two categories, correlation-
based and feature-based methods. For correlation-based methods, the elements to match are
image windows of fixed size, and the similarity criterion is a quantity measure of the correlation
between windows in these two images. Then the corresponding element is assigned for the
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window that matches the maximum similarity result within the searching area based on the
criterion. And for feature-based methods, the search for correspondences are directed into a
sparse set of features instead of image windows. As for the evaluation of these two classes,
correlation-based methods are more easier to implement and provide dense disparity map,
while feature-based methods usually need a priori information to decide the optimal features
to be used.
2.1.3 Architecture of Disparity Computation Algorithms
Besides the classification of correspondence algorithms by correlation-based and feature-based
methods, in [16] a classification of correspondence algorithms is presented along with some
conclusion work for the taxonomy and evaluation research of all current dense two-frame stereo
correspondence algorithm. Stereo algorithms can be generally devided into the following four
steps:
1. matching cost compuation;
2. cost(support)aggregation;
3. disparity computation/optimization;
4. disparity refinement.
Based on this classification, current stereo algorithms are within two broad classes: local
algorithm and global algorithm. There are some iterative algorithms between these two classes.
The actual sequence of the four steps taken depends on the specific algorithm.
Before the discussion of the general two classes algorithms, it is necessary to review all
the important assumptions used in the stereo vision to overcome the problem of ambiguity in
stereo matching.
Photo Consistency Assumption
It is quite reasonable to assume that pixels originating from the same scene point show
constant intensity values in both images. This assumption almost builds the core of every
matching algorithm. But in practical case, usually the intensity values of the same scene
point will vary as a result of different sensor characteristics of the two stereo cameras. And
the certain amount of noise during the image acquisition procedure origining from camera
electronics will result in this variation of pixel intensity difference for the same scene point. [2]
Smoothness Assumption
This assumption states that disparity varies smoothly almost everywhere except at the depth
boundaries. It is as the same saying the result disparity map is piecewise smooth and this
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assumption is holded as well for every stereo algorithm. We could expect that the smooth
assumption will be valid for more compact objects scene and it fails at the regions of fine
structure (that more disparity discontinuity points exist).
Uniqueness Assumption
Uniqueness assumption states that a pixel of one view corresponds to at most one pixel of
the other view. It is used to prevent from disparity ambiguity problem in 3D reconstruction
using depth information in stereo vision. But the assumption fails for regions in the image for
regions in the image where are transparent, that usually two or more scene points will project
into the same pixel location in the image, in a consequence that we could not separate the
real scene point and its illusion point in the transparent layer.
As for those two classes stereo algorithms, local (window-based) algorithms usually make
implicit smoothness assumptions by aggregating support [16]. Because local approaches usu-
ally use the color or intensity values within a finite window to determine the disparity for
each pixel [11], we assume pixels inside this infinite window have constant disparities as refer-
ing to implicit smoothness assumption. A shifting window (searching area) will be used to
find out the point in one view of maximum correspondence (depending on each particular
matching criterion) to the point in another view image (reference image). Actually in prac-
tical implementation, the final disparity assignment is made by selecting the point of highest
matching score, which is winner take all principle. It has to be mentioned that winner take
all optimization is based on the local intensities of pixels and a pixel’s matching score is not
influenced by the disparity assignments of the neighbouring pixels. So the local method’s
advantage against global method is that it is more suitable for real-time applications due
to their reduced computation complexity, but the shortage of local method is that they will
be less accurate than global ones [5]. The example of the local algorithm is the traditional
sum-of-squared-differences(SSD), which takes steps as following:
1. the matching cost is the squared difference of intensity values at a given dis-
parity;
2. aggregation is done by summing matching cost over square windows windows
with constant disparity;
3. disparities are computed by selecting the minimal (winning) aggregated value
at each pixel.
In contrast to local algorithm, the global algorithm is making explicit smoothness as-
sumptions and the correspondence problem is formulated in the term of minimization of a
cost function or an energy function. Such algorithms focus on the minimization of a global
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cost function combining data and smoothness terms and they usually don’t perform an ag-
gregation step. The performance of different algorithms shows that global approach is the
best one although it can not be implemented in real-time system. For the exception, some
global approach using dynamic programming for the optimization of the cost function could
be considered in the real-time system.
2.2 Epipolar rectification
To simplify the search for correspondences, the image pair is commonly transformed into
rectified geometry, so that the stereo problem is reduced to a one-dimensional search along
corresponding scanlines [3]. This process is known as rectification or epipolar rectification.
The epipolar geometry is illustrated in Figure 2.2 [2]. It is the geometry of the intersection
of two image planes with the pencil of planes having the baseline as axis (the baseline is
referred as the line joining the camera centers) [8]. As mentioned before, this geometry is
commonly used for search of corresponding points in stereo matching. Point P is the real
scene point in 3D-space and it is imaged into two views in the right and left camera image
planes, referring to points Pr and Pl. And Cr and Cl are the camera centres and they are
coplanar. We denote the plane PCrCl as ξ plane, which is the intersection plane with two
camera planes and the rays back-projected from Pr and Pl certainly intersect at the real scene
point P , the rays are coplanar and lie in the plane ξ. The latter property is quite important
that it is critical for the searching problem of correspondences.
Supposing we only know the point Pl in Figure 2.2 (a) and we want to know the constraint
of its corresponding point Pr in right image. We could determine the plane ξ by the baseline
Cr −Cl and the ray defined by Pl and Cl. And we are sure the unknown ray which is defined
by unknown point Pr and point P lies in the plane ξ and the point Pr also lies in the line
of Pr-er which is the intersection line between right camera image plane and plane ξ. And
this line Pr-er is the image in the second view (right camera) of the ray back-projected from
Pl, as referring to epipolar line corresponding to Pl. So we are now very clear that the
searching problem for point Pl will be restricted into only the epipolar line Pr-er rather than
the entire image plane in right camera image, as reducing the corresponding problem from
2-Dimensional into 1-Dimensional case. And epipole is the point of intersection of the line
joining the camera centres with the image planes. Here, points el and er are epipoles.
The epipolar rectification process will configure the epipolar lines in both L and R camera
planes to coincide with horizontal scanlines, so that the corresponding point of one pixel in
one view can be easily found on the same scanline in the other view, mathematically the
stereo algorithm only needs to search for the pixel location in corresponding X-coordinates
without considering the Y-coordinates. It has to be mentioned that rectification step involves
resampling of the image, and thus some precision in the 3D-reconstruction is lost. In my
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experiments, I use the dataset images from Middlebury which are all rectified images without
considering the epipolar rectification problem then.
Figure 2.2: Epipolar geometry and rectification
2.3 Challenges
To establish stereo correspondences, it is necessary to rely on discrimitive image features that
can be uniquely matched between views, but such features do not necessarily exist in every
part of image. In color images, three different types of regions will be challeging for current
stereo algorithms to get a precise disparity map estimation:
• textureless region: regions where the squared horizontal intensity gradient averaged
over a square window of a given size is below a given threshold;
• occluded regions: regions that are occluded in the matching image;
• depth discontinuity regions: pixels whose neighboring disparities differ by more than a
given value, usually appear at the boundaries of different scene objects.
Throughout the stereo correspondence establishing, it is necessary to provide the discrim-
itive image features that can be uniquely matched in another view, but in practical case such
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features do not necessarily exist in every part of image. It is what we called untextured
regions. For example in a wall paper plane, there are a lot of points which have similar pixel
intensities and it is really hard for the stereo algorithm to match one unique position that
causes matching ambiguity.
For the second challenging regions, a matching solution may even not exist, like in occlu-
sion areas. We refer the pixels those can be visible in only one image as occluded pixels, and
more exactly they are half-occluded. This problem is illustrated in the Figure 2.31
Figure 2.3: The occlusion problem. While it is possible to reconstruct P1 ,which can be
seen from both views, P2 and P3 are occluded in one view and can therefore not be matched.
Occlusions are the consequence of discontinuities in depth.
As for the third challenging regions, the depth discontinuity usually appear in the object’s
borders. The problem is especially obvious for local algorithms (window-based matching
method) , where if there is depth discontinuity in a window, the likeliness of false match is
high [18]. That is because the local window-based methods are usually assuming a constant
disparity in these windows, so they do not perform well in the regions with depth discontinu-
ities. Adaptive windowing can be used to overcome this problem [13].
2.4 Quality Measures
In brief, there are two main quality measures to determine how good the estimated disparity
map : (1) PSNR of reconstructed image using the estimated disparity map; (2) bad pixel
1The figure is cited from [2]
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percentage in estimated disparity map comparing with groundtruth disparity map (the true
disparity map used for evaluation). These two quality measures are used in the following
section for evaluating the current algorithms.
As the quantitive evaluation of the particular algorithm, these two above quality measures
are usually computed in three different image regions.
• nonocc Non-occluded regions (white) and occluded and border regions (black). In
Figure 2.4 errors are only evaluated in the white regions. This is referred as occlusion
mask (calculated from groundtruth) in this thesis.
• all All (including half-occluded) regions (white) and border regions (black). In Figure
2.5 errors are only evaluated in the white regions.
• disc Regions near depth discontinuities2 (white), occluded and border regions (black),
and other regions (gray). In Figure 2.6 errors are only evaluated in the white regions.
Figure 2.4: Errors are only evaluated in the white regions
Figure 2.5: Errors are only evaluated in the white regions
2 The definition of these regions is different from the old version (we now consider neighborhoods of depth
discontinuities AND half-occluded regions), resulting in slighly different error statistics.
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Figure 2.6: Errors are only evaluated in the white regions
In this thesis, reconstructed PSNR (peak signal to noise ratio) quality measure is mainly
used for evaluation and analysis. It is calculated only in the un-occluded regions with the
occlusion mask of groundtruth (occlusion mask like Figure 2.4), because the disparity value
in the occlusion is meaningless. In the occlusion areas, disparity can not be defined. The
most stereo methods are not able to produce meaningful depth estimates for points affected
by occlusion. Reconstruction PSNR is defined in the equation 2.3 by comparing the pixel
intensity mismatch between reference image and the reconstructed reference image.
PSNR = 10× log10(
MAX2I
MSE
) (2.3)
MSE =
1
mn
m−1∑
i=0
n−1∑
j=0
‖ Recon(i, j)−Ori(i, j) ‖2 (2.4)
Where in the above two equations MAXi is the maximum possible pixel value of the
image, Recon is the reconstructed image, Ori is the original image, m,n are the width and
height of the image.
The reconstructed reference image is calculate in backward way from disparity map of
reference image and the other view image.
The backward reconstruction way uses the disparity map of refrence image and the other
view’s original image to reconstruct the reference image. After that the reconstruction PSNR
is calculated by comparing original reference image and reconstructed reference image.
Consider the pixel position x in reference image and its corresponding disparity d and the
correspondence pixel position x′ in the other view image, we could get where the pixel goes
in the other view image as following:
x− d = x′ (2.5)
So using reference image’s disparity map, we could also tell each pixel in the other view
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image how to go back to the corresponding position in reference image. It is the process when
we are backwardly moving the pixels in the other view image into correspondence positions
in reference image for reconstruction. The advantage for backward reconstruction is that we
could not get the effect of holes in the reconstructed image.
But in the forward reconstruction, it is using the disparity map of the other view, that
tells how the pixels in the other view image go to the corresponding pixel positions in the
reference image. It is not necessaryly that the pixels will go for every pixel positions in the
reference image, some of them may go for the same pixel position while some positions in
reference image will remain un-filled as holes.
2.5 State of The Art
In [16] Daniel Scharstein and Richard Szeliski presented a comparative evaluation of a large
set of today’s best performing stereo algorithms and their Middlebury stereo vision benchmark
3 has also become a more agreed standard for measuring the performance of a particular
stereo algorithm. The author provide many stereo datasets with groundtruth disparities for
the algorithm performance evaluation, the four tested data image pairs is shown in the Figure
2.7.
3http://vision.middlebury.edu/stereo/
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Teddy left image Teddy right image Left groundtruth
Cones left image Cones right image Left groundtruth
Venus left image Venus right image Left groundtruth
Left groundtruthTsukuba left image Tsukuba right image
Figure 2.7: Middlebury data sets with ground truth. Disparities are encoded with bright
pixels representing large disparity values and dark pixels corresponding to low ones.
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In Table 2.1, I list top five performance algorithms according to the latest evaluation test
version 2 in middlebury website and this evaluation use four pairs of stereo database images
Tsukuba Venus Teddy Cones and their groundtruthes for testing.4 I include the summary
taxonomy of several dense two-frame stereo correspondence methods in Figure 2.8 as well
from the paper [16].
Algorithm Avg. Rank Tsukuba Venus
nonocc all disc nonocc all disc
AdaptingBP 4.0 1.1181.3755.799 0.1010.2131.442
CoopRegion 4.2 0.8711.1614.611 0.1120.2121.544
DoubleBP 5.3 0.8831.2924.763 0.1350.45101.877
OutlierConf 6.1 0.8821.4374.742 0.1890.2662.4011
SubPixDoubleBP 8.4 1.24151.76165.9810 0.1240.46111.746
Algorithm Avg. Rank Teddy Cones
nonocc all disc nonocc all disc
AdaptingBP 4.0 4.2237.06311.84 2.4827.9257.323
CoopRegion 4.2 5.16108.31513.07 2.7967.1828.019
DoubleBP 5.3 3.5328.3049.631 2.9078.78147.796
OutlierConf 6.1 5.0169.12712.86 2.7858.57106.992
SubPixDoubleBP 8.4 .34518.38610.02 2.9398.73137.918
Table 2.1: Middlebury Stereo Evaluation - Version 2. Large numbers give the per- centage
of wrong pixels, while small numbers indicate the rank.
From the evaluation results of Middlebury, the segment-based matching using belief prop-
agation approach generally performs the best among all algorithms, it is in the class of global
optimization.
4http://vision.middlebury.edu/stereo/eval/
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Figure 2.8: Summary taxonomy of several dense two-frame stereo correspondence methods.
The methods are grouped to contrast different matching costs (top), aggregation methods
(middle), and optimization techniques (third section). The last section lists some papers
outside our framework. Key to abbreviations: hier. - hierarchical (coarse-to-fine), WTA -
winner-take-all, DP - dynamic programming, SA - simulated annealing, GC graph cut. The
reference number in this table refers to the reference list in Middleburry website.
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Chapter 3
Segmentation-based Stereo
Matching
3.1 Algorithmic Overview
Recently a segmentation-based matching algorithm using global energy minimization strat-
egy has received broad attention based on its outstanding performance [9, 3, 11]. The
segmentation-based algorithm assumes the reference image may be divided into non-overlapping
homogeneous segments, like homogeneous color segments and it also assumes that disparity
inside each color segment varies smoothly and depth discontinuities coincide with segment
borders. With these assumptions, the use of a segmentation makes stereo matching algo-
rithm more capble of handling large untextured regions, estimating precise depth boundaries,
propagating disparity information to occluded regions, which those 3 regions are challenging
for conventional stereo methods. The critical difference between segmentation-based stereo
algorithm and local window-based algorithm is that the first ones assign a plane or surface
model to each segment for disparity estimation instead of assignning disparity values to each
pixels for the local methods. After the fitting of disparity plane for each color segment, fur-
ther disparity map refinement could be achieved by extraction of disparity layer and applying
global cost function minimization step (like belief propagation [10, 12]).
In this work, an approach similar to the one found in [11, 3] has been implemented.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the block diagram of segmentation-based stereo matching algorithm
as an overview of the problem solution proposal.
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Rectified Images
Initial Disparity map
Estimation
Extract over-segmented
homogenous color
segments of the 
reference image
Create initial plane/
surface representation
for each segment
Refine the disparity map 
by region merging
Final disparity map
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Iterations 
New label after
merging
Initial Color 
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of segmentation-based stereo matching algorithm
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3.2 Basic Assumptions and Role of Segmentation
Segmentation-based methods are mainly based on the assumption that the 3-D scene structure
could be represented by a set of non-overlapping planes in the disparity space and that each
plane will coincide with at least one homogeneous color segment in the reference image [11].
So we could summarize the assumption as two following important points:
• We could assume that within the homogeneous color segment, the disparity should
follow some certain smooth model, like constant disparity or planar model;
• We could expect that disparity discontinuities should coincide with the boundaries of
different color segments in most cases.
It reflects the natural scenes’ geometry features, if we divide the real world objects surfaces
into piece-wise smooth planars or surfaces and the depth discontinuities usually appear on
the boundaries of objects which coincide the intensity edges on its 2D projection image. I
illustrate the color segmentation effect of the image in the Figure 3.2, that we could see the
real depth discontinuities in the ground truth in (d) is also reflected in the color segmentation
in (b) and the discontinuities are usually happenning on the borders of objects, which also
coincide with the color segment’s edges in (b).
The important difference is that segmentation-based method assign a whole disparity pla-
nar or surface model to one homogeneous color segment in the image instead of assignning
a proper disparity value to individual pixel one by one in the local method, which makes
advantage of assumptions mentioned above completely. That is why the algorithm’s robust-
ness against outliers or noise in the image is increased, such as in the regions of textureless
or occluded areas, we could compute the pixel’s disparity value by fitting a proper planar or
polynomial surface even in the occlusion regions. Because we may have enough good points
which are not in the occlusion areas of the segment to calculate the true plane model, then
use this model to give the disparity value at every pixel position of the segment.
As for the textureless area, we assume the smoothness for disparity map within one
homogeneous color segment. So the disparity map of one color segment should appear as
a planar model or polynomial surface shape. If we could pick up enough inlier pixel points
within this segment to caculate the proper planar or surface function, we could assign disparity
values for region pixels by this model function. The disparity value assignning is then not
being affected from outliers. It also increases algorithm’s robustness.
Finally, for the challenging areas on disparity boundaries (discontinuities), it has been
discussed before that window-based local method will perform worse. Adaptive-size window-
based algorithm may help to reduce this effect. But segmentation-based methods may perform
better, because they already assume that the disparity discontinuities coincide with object’s
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(a)
(d)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3.2: The segmentation-based method assumption.(a) Tested image ,(b) Homoge-
neous color segments ,(c) Initial estimated disparity map in random color map ,(d) The
groundtruth of tested image in random color map.
depth discontinuities on segment’s edges. So it is more robust on boundaries or other depth
discontinuity areas.
The color segmentation may have negative effects towards disparity estimation as well,
that the success of such method may depend on the ability of segmentation algorithm to delin-
eate precisely the objects’ outlines [2]. For example, if the segmentation algorithm group two
areas which are supposed to belong to different planars or objects into the same homogeneous
segment, the points of one region are then actually the outliers to other region. Because there
is no possible to use a one single model to fit all points well in the groupped union region.
So over-segmentation is necessary as a safer strategy. In reverse side, we could imagine if
the color segmentation algorithm divide one region, which belong to a single planar model,
into two or more color segments, the disparity estimation algorithm could still calculate the
accurate planar model for all the segments separately. The further step of region merging
may be necessary to refine the disparity map by groupping the segments which are actually
belong to a same model. Region merging will be discussed with experiment results analysis
in the next chapter.
The accuracy of disparity estimation may depend on the relationship between how color
segmentation step segment the image and which polynomial model is used for the segments.
The size and shape of a segmented area should coincide with its proposed polynomial model.
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For example, for the large planar area such as a book or a table, polynomial order 1 model
probably works well. But in the areas such as the surface of a ball, or boundaries of a complex
geometric object, we should use polynomial order 2 model.
To meet the assumptions mentioned before, over-segmented color segmentation is pre-
ferred. Thus the mean-shift color segmentation is suitable for this purpose. It is applied by
Comaniciu and Meer [4]. The main advantage of the mean-shift approach is, that the edge
information is incorporated as well.
The mean-shift method also shows its relative freedom from specifying an expected number
of segments. But the freedom is at the cost of having to specify the size (bandwidth) and
shape of the influence kernel for each pixel in advance [19].
3.3 Local Matching in Pixel Domain
Before we assign a polynomial model to each homogeneous color segment, we should first get
a rough initial disparity map for each segment in the image.
3.3.1 Similarity Measures
Local matching requires to define a matching score and an aggregation window [16]. It is
necessary to introduce the commonly used similarity measures in the matching score formula.
The most commonly used are squared intensity difference (SD) and the absolute intensity
difference (AD). The sum of squared differences (SSD) of two images is formulated as in
equation 3.1. The sum of absolute differences (SAD) is shown in equation 3.2.
SSD(PL, PR) =
n∑
i=1
(PLi − PRi )2 (3.1)
SAD(PL, PR) =
n∑
i=1
|PLi − PRi | (3.2)
3.3.2 Matching Score Computation
The first step of a window-based local matching stereo algorithm is the computation of match-
ing score. It is a quantitive similarity measurement for two different pixels, and it is the cri-
terion for the solution of correspondence problem. Usually, a fixed size rectangular or square
window is used as the searching window, and in a predefined searching area, this window is
shifted horizontally in the second view image to find the optimal correspondence pixel which
maximizing the matching score. For example, we could compute the pixel (x, y)’s matching
score at disparity d by comparing the intensity value of the window center located at position
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(x, y) in the first image and intensity value at the shifted window center (x + d, y) in the
second image.
Matching measures such as SSD and SAD are strictly assuming the constant color con-
straint. So if the computed area fails to meet this constraint, SSD and SAD measures may
not be robust. While the other matching scores like gradient-based measure is more robust
to changes in camera gain and bias to non-lambertian surfaces [11]. So we could expect to
combine the sum of absolute differences and a gradient based measure together to define the
total matching score in order to increase the robustness. The matching score is then formu-
lated in the equation 3.3, in which CSAD is defined in the equation 3.4 and CGRAD as a
gradient based term is defined in equation 3.5.
C(x, y, d) = (1− ω)× CSAD(x, y, d) + ω × CGRAD(x, y, d) (3.3)
CSAD(x, y, d) =
∑
(i,j)∈N(x,y)
|PL(i, j)− PR(i+ d, j)| (3.4)
CGRAD(x, y, d) =
∑
(i,j)∈Nx(x,y)
|∇xPL(i, j)−∇xPR(i+d, j)|+
∑
(i,j)∈Ny(x,y)
|∇yPL(i, j)−∇yPR(i+d, j)|
(3.5)
In the equation 3.4, N(x, y) is a fixed size winsize×winsize square window. It is centered
at position (x,y). In the equation 3.5, Nx(x, y) is a surrounding window without the right-
most column, Ny(x, y) is a surrounding window without the lowest row, ∇x is the forward
gradient to the right and the ∇y is the forward gradient to the bottom. For the graylevel
image, only pixel’s intensity is taken into account for matching score calculation. For the
RGB color image, we should sum up the matching score in all R,G,B channels.
The weight ω which balance the CSAD and CGRAD portions. It is determined by maxi-
mizing the number of reliable corresponding pixel pairs that are filtered by performing cross-
checking test.
Cross-checking test consists on comparing left-to-right and right-to-left disparity maps
for disparity consistency. For example, this cross-checking is only valid if the point pr has
disparity dr that allows us to find a matching point pl in another based on dr, and we check
the matched point pl’s diparity dl to see if the absolute value of dl and dr is the same that
means from pl and its dl we could retrace the point pr, proving that points pr and pl with
their estimated disparities dr and dl are cross-valid. The process is shown in Figure 3.3.4.
We use hx = [−1 0 1] to compute the horizontal gradient (x-coordinate in image) and
hy = [−1 0 1]′ to compute vertical gradient (y-coordinate). An homogeneous averaging filter
of size 3x3 has been used.
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PrPl
dr
dl dr
Right ImageLeft  Image
(1,use dr to
 locate Pl first)
(2,according to Pl's
disparity value dl,
Pr could be refind?) 
Figure 3.3: Example of right and left cross consistency check
The effect of a gradient filter is to catch the contour and boundaries. The image derivatives
in each directions are shown in the Figure 3.4 (a) and (b) , as for horizontal and vertical
directions separately. The boundaries and object contours are catched, and they are more
robust to changes of camera gain as discussed before. The averaging filter is used to reduce
the noise in spatial domain (smoothing). Based on the combined matching cost, we could find
the corresponding pixel in the other view image with smallest matching cost. By calculating
the horizontal displacement of correspondence pixel pair, their disparity value in the initial
disparity map is estimated.
Figure 3.4: Illustration of image gradients calculation. (a)gradient in horizontal direction,
(b)gradient in vertical direction, (c)original image
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3.3.3 Winner-take-all Optimization
In stereo matching algorithms, winner-take-all is a step within the local method for disparity
computation. Adopting a winner-take-all strategy, the disparity associated with the minimum
or maximum cost value is selected at each pixel [16].
3.3.4 Cross Validation to Select Inliers
As mentioned before, the window-based local method is not able to produce correct disparity
estimates in untextured or occluded regions, so the initial rough disparity map must contain a
large quantity of outliers or un-reliable disparity values in those regions. The conventional way
to exclude the outliers is performing the left-right consistency checking, which is introduced
in the section 3.3.2. An established match is only valid if the matched point in the right
image points back to the pixel in the left view.
This process could be simply formulated in the equation 3.6, where dr(x, y) and dl(x+d, y)
are right and left disparities for points (x, y) and (x+ d, y) in right and left images. For the
tolerance threshold t, if we set t = 1 (here we only assume integer value for disparity in the
whole thesis work, rather than sub-pixel displacement value for disparity), we are adopting
the one-to-one constraints for correspondences between pixels of a stereo image pair while if
we allow t > 1 values, we relax the constraint to one-to-many mapping, it is useful for highly
slanted object surfaces [14].
|dr(x, y)− dl(x+ dr, y)| < t (3.6)
The process is shown in Figure 3.5 after the initial disparity map estimation. We could
see the rough disparity map in (a) and (b) as lots noise exist. The cross-consistency checking
uses both disparity maps following the Equation 3.6, it gives the L-R check mask in (c).
In this thesis t = 1 as tolerance threshold for cross-consistency check is assumed for initial
estimated disparity refinement. In (c), all black points means they fail in the consistency
check that they are outliers. To demonstrate more clearly, the inliers number in each segment
is counted and mark only the segments over a given inlier threshold as white. So I show the
re-liable segments who have more than 50% inliers (it could be other threshold, depending on
application) in white in (d). With this mask, we could analyze how those reliable segments
distribute after the proposed estimation approach. The processed original image and its color
segmentation with 425 regions (showed in rand color map) are shown in Figure 3.6. Thus
we could see in Figure 3.5 (d), comparing with its original image and segments label in 3.6,
the majority unreliable segments (segment in black area,here the mask threshold is 50%) are
located in untextured areas like the wall and the depth discontinuity area like the boundary
of the light.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.5: Left-Right consistency checking after initial disparity map estimation.(a)left
disparity, (b)right disparity, (c)L-R check mask (t=1), (d)reliable segments (more than 50%
inliers) in white.
3.4 Model Based Disparity Fitting
The main motivation for using a polynomial model to each homogeneous color segment is
based on the assumption, that most scene objects can be modeled by piece-wise planars
(piece-wise constant surface model).
We will use three different types of polynomial models: order 0 models, order1 models and
order2 models. Orders 0 and 1 are planar, order 2 is parabolic curved surface. They may be
enough to model the most common scene structures in real world. We include the parabolic
curved surface model, because sometimes the planar model will fail in highly complexed
objects, such as for curved surfaces. How well the proposed model will work on a specific
segment depends on the relationship between segment’s size, shape and the proposed model’s
shape. This problem is also mentioned in [14].
The mathematical definition of order 0 polynomial model is in the equation 3.7, and the
equations 3.8 , 3.9 are for the order 1 and order 2 model separately. In these equations, d
is the disparity value for pixel location (x,y) in image, d is the average value of one image
area and others are the parameters of polynomial model. To compute the order zero model
we will use a median filter because is more robust than using an averaging filter.
d(x, y) = d (3.7)
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: Tusukuba database image. (a)left image, (b)left image segmentation in random
color map.
d(x, y) = ax+ by + c (3.8)
d(x, y) = ax2 + by2 + cxy + dx+ ey + f (3.9)
Based on the number of unknown parameters from these three equations, we could know
that to calculate the polynomial order 0 model we need 1 point, order 1 model need at least 3
good points (accurate estimated disparity values, inliers) while 6 good points for polynomial
order 2 model. To solve the unknown parameters in polynomial functions, we could either
use RANSAC or least squares among selected reliable points (disparity points survived from
the L-R check in initial disparity map) .
3.4.1 Least Squares Polynomial Model Fitting
In our case, describing each region’s disparity using a polynomial model consists on determin-
ing the optimal coefficients such that the resuloting model best describes the initial disparity
estimates for this region. We have seen that models of orders 0, 1 and 2 can be described
by using 1, 3 or 6 parameters, respectively, thus requiring equation systems of 1, 2 or 6
equations to get an analytical solution. However, as the number of points in each region is
much higher than the number of equations needed to compute the analitical solution, we get
an over-determined problem. These problems can be solved by using a Least Squares (LS)
method.
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Least squares can be interpreted as a method of data fitting. It was first described by
Carl Friedrich Gauss [1]. The best fit, between modeled and observed data, is the model for
which the sum of squared residuals has its least value, a residual being the difference between
an observed value and the value given by the model. A residual is defined in the Equation
3.10. Where function f is the model function, and (xi, yi) is the data set consisting m data
points, β is the coefficients vector of function f , di is the observed point’s disparity. The sum
of squared residuals is defined in the Equation 3.11. The model function f has the form
follows Equations 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 for polynomial order 0, order 1 and order 2 respectly.
ri = di − f(xi, yi, β) (3.10)
∏
=
m∑
i=1
[di − f(xi, yi, β)]2 = min (3.11)
To get the parameters hiden in the model function f , is achieved by finding the minimum
of the sum of squared residuals
∏
. It is achieved by setting all gradients to zero in Equation
3.12:
∂
∏
∂βj
= 2
m∑
i=1
ri × ∂ri
∂βj
= 0 , j = 1, . . . , n (3.12)
Assume the model function f has n parameters (n=1,3,6), there are n gradient equations
to be solved then.
LS is convenient because it provides an analytical, non-iterative solution. But LS is very
sensible to outliers.
I show the three different orders polynomial model’s fitting by least square method for
the initial disparity map in the Figure 3.7. The quality measure for these disparity map
is based on the reconstruction image’s PSNR, which is introduced in section 2.4. The the
PSNR result is 25.0769 dB for 3.7 (a), 26.8316 dB for (b) and 26.3541 dB for (c). The
initial estimated disparity has PSNR = 27.4699 dB, it seems initial disparity map is better
than all order polynomial model fitting using least square method. It is probably due to LS
is sensitive to the outliers.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3.7: Polynomial plane/surface fitting for the initial disparity map by different orders.
(a)order 0 plane fitting PSNR=25.0769 dB, (b)order 1 planar fitting PSNR=26.8316 dB,
(c)order 2 parabolic curved surface fitting PSNR=27.4699 dB.
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3.4.2 RANSAC Polynomial Model Fitting
Overview of RANSAC
The RANSAC algorithm ( Random Sample And Consensus was first introduced by Fischler
and Bolles [6] as a method to estimate the parameters of a certain model from a set of data
contaminated by a large amount of outliers. It is a non-deterministic algorithm in the sense
that it produces a reasonable result only with a certain probability, with this probability
increasing as more iterations are allowed.
The basic assumption for RANSAC to process a set of data is that the data consists
of inliers and the data’s contribution follows a certain set of model parameters, while the
outliers do not fit the model. The data could be subject to noise.
The standard RANSAC algorithm is essentially composed of two steps that are repeated
in an iterative way ( hypothesize-and-test framework):
• HYPOTHESIZE. First minimal sample set (MSSs) is randomly selected from the initial
input dataset. The model parameters are compuated from the elements of MSS. The
cardinality of the MSS is the smallest sufficient to determine the model parameters, like
for order 1 polynomial is 3 for MSS, whereas least square method explore all the data
for model’s parameters estimation.
• TEST. In the second step, RANSAC will check the entire dataset with the estimated
model from MSS dataset to see if the data is consistent with the model. Data elements
which are consistent with the model are called consensus set (CS).
The iteration steps will stop only if the probability of finding a better ranked CS drops
below a certain threshold. The percentage of outliers which can be handled by RANSAC can
be larger than 50% of the entire data set.
The number of iterations to estimate the model’s parameters depends on the probability
q. It is the probability of sampling a MSS from the dataset D which produces an accurate
estimate of the model parameters (the probability of picking purely inliers in a MSS at one
test). So the probability to pick up a MSS at least one outlier is 1 − q. Then if we conduct
h times test to get several MSS, the probability of all of selected MSS are contaminated by
outliers is (1 − q)h. So if h is large enough, the probability (1 − q)h is small enough than a
certain threshold ( alarm rate)  as (1 − q)h ≤ , and this relationship’s inverse form is as
following equation 3.13:
h ≥ [ log 
log(1− q) ] (3.13)
Where in the [ ] means taking the smallest interger larger than its inside.
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The RANSAC pseudocode is as following that helps us to understand its iteration structure
and conditions for stopping the process from a global manner.
The advantage for RANSAC algorithm against least square method is that it is less
sensitive to outliers, even in the case of a significant amount of outliers presenting in the
input data set, it can estimate the parameters with a high degree of accuracy. The drawback
of RANSAC is that, because it is a kind of iteration steps strategy, there is no upper bound
on the time it takes to compute the estimated parameters. Also its input thresholds should
be specified depending on individual case. In the Figure 3.8 we can see an example where
data is composed by both inliers and a lot of outliers, but by many iterations steps, RANSAC
could finally fit a plane which only inliers belong to. The more specific procedures for space
plane fitting using RANSAC will be discussed later.
Figure 3.8: RANSAC could fit a proper plane to the inliers even when a high amount of
outliers exsit in data set.
Polynomial Model Fitting by RANSAC
In the LS algorithm, we introduced the method to calculate the planar model (polynomial
order 1 parameters) with all inliers selected by cross-consistency check, but it is not so robust
that even with outliers exclusion before the least square computation procedure, there are still
lots unreliable points been taken into account of model parameters calcualtion. So I propose
a more robust method using RANSAC to estimate the three planar model parameters.
Because the polynomial order 0 is only the averaging filter for one region, it takes all data
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points and calculate their average value. So it is not necessary to use iteration approach like
RANSAC to estimate its parameter. The proposed approach in this thesis uses RANSAC
only to estimate the parameters for polynomial order 1 and order 2 model among the intial
disparity data.
The RANSAC approach for order 1 polynomial model fitting is described as following:
1. Randomly select three unique points (not in a line) to calculate the parameters of a
certain plane which they currently belong to. The plane function is defined at 3.8.
2. The three unknown parameters of order 1 polynomial model could be solved by finding
the solution of linear equation system in 3.14. We have three data points to establish
three linear equations that solving the three unknown parameters behind.
 x1 y1 1x2 y2 1
x3 y3 1
×
 ab
c
 =
 d1d2
d3
 (3.14)
3. Once we get the plane model from these random three points, we could calcuate the
distanceD between each point in data(xi, yi) set and the estimated plane in the following
Equation 3.15:
D = d− (axi + byi + c) (3.15)
Where d is the disparity value of point (xi, yi) and D is actually the difference between
point’s initial disparity and estimated disparity.
4. We could then separate inliers from outliers in the dataset by comparing each point’s
distance D to the plane with a given threshold t (distance threshold), if D ≥ t, we
consider it as a outlier.
5. Count the inliers number in this round and iteratively repeat the above steps until the
given number of iterations is reached.
6. Choose the iterative round result with maximum inliers amount, and consider the plane
estimated in that round as final fitted planar model to output.
For the disparity plane estimation purpose in this thesis work, I take the disparity value as
the third dimensional value z in virtual disparity 3D space and its 2D coordinates x and y
in disparity are the same coordinates in 3D space. Thus we could use the same procedure to
fit a virtual 3D disparity plane to each color segment.
It is similar with the case of order 2 polynomial model, but we need at least 6 unique
points to fit a parabolic surface. The algorithm structure and procedure will be the same as
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the one described for order 1 polynomial model. The only difference is to solve 6 unknown
parameters we have to establish 6 linear equations by using 6 randomly selected points in the
following equations 3.16:

x21 y
2
1 x1y1 x1 y1 1
x22 y
2
2 x2y2 x2 y2 1
...
...
... . . . . . .
...
x26 y
2
6 x6y6 x6 y6 1
×

a
b
c
d
e
f

=

d1
d2
d3
d4
d5
d6

(3.16)
Thus we could solve the unknown parameters of order 1 and order 2 polynomial model
from a set of disparity points by RANSAC now.
The Figure 3.9 shows the visual results by applying RANSAC order 1 polynomial plane
fitting (c) or order 2 parabolic surface fitting (d) to the original disparity map (b).
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.9: RANSAC planar or surface disparity map fitting. (a)original image, (b)initial
disparity map using local matching, (c)disparity map by polynomial order 1 RANSAC plane
fitting, (d)disparity map by polynomial order 2 RANSAC surface fitting.
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Because the least square based polynomial model fitting is more sensitive to outliers, so
the disparity model fitting is all implemented by RANSAC approach in this thesis work. The
following short test comparing LS and RANSAC based polynomial modeling shows the worse
performance for LS 3.1:
Teddy Cones Venus
PSNR(L) PSNR(R) PSNR(L) PSNR(R) PSNR(L) PSNR(R)
order 1 23.3739 dB 26.8071 dB 22.9455 dB 25.7952 dB 26.8221 dB 28.6041 dB
Table 3.1: Reconstruction PSNR by LS and RANSAC based polynomial model fitting in
different images. PSNR(L): PSNR by LS, PSNR(R): PSNR by RANSAC.
3.5 Disparity Refinement by Region Merging
Because we use an over-segmented color segmentation, we may assume actually some homo-
geneous color regions are supposed to belong to the same planar or surface model, but they
are separated in the partition label due to over-segment strategy, and we could assign one
universal disparity plane/surface to all of them to refine the final disparity map. Grouping
similar homogeneous color segments to extract their disparity layer can help also in regions
that, due to noise or occlusion, may not have enough inliers to get a good plane/surface
estimation by RANSAC. In this case, merging regions with similar disparities will result in
bigger regions, with more correct points for the estimation.
Figure 3.10: Five color segments which are supposed to belong to the same planar model.
(a)original image, (b)Five similar color segments.
In the Figure 3.10, the regions 168, 249, 265, 270, 283 are belong to the same plane in the
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real scene structure, but they are separated in the color partition. So we could merge them
that they could be represented by a common polynomial model. In this case, more inliers will
be avaiable and more separation between them, which allows getting a better model.
Overview of Regions Merging Loop
Figure 3.11, shows the block diagram of disparity extraction by merging similar segments.
First the region adjacency information will be computed based on the current segmentation
label. Then a certain regions similarity measure will be computed between adjacent regions.
At last the best selected region pair who has best similarity measure will be merged. The
process merge regions iteratively, two regions at each iteration and always starts by the most
similar regions. So we must establish the criterion for describing adjacent regions’ similarity
and the criterion for merging decision, that could help improve the final disparity map to get
a better reconstruction PSNR.
Compute the Region 
Adjacency Matrix 
           (RAM)
Compute Adjacent
Regions Similarity 
Measure
Select Best Pair of
Candidates for 
Merging
Begin the next round
merging iteratively
Stop merging when 
no improvement could
be made
Figure 3.11: The overview of disparity layer extraction by segments merging.
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Region Adjacency Matrix
To help in the region merging process we will construct a matrix representation of the regions
adjacency. In this representation, that we will call Region Adjacency Matrix (RAM), is the
lower triangle of a square table, where rows and columns represent regions. A given cell cij
marked as ’true’ means that regions i and j are adjacent. If is marked as ’false’, the regions
are not adjacent.
For example, Figure 3.12 is a color segmentation label including 10 segments and then we
compute its RAM in Figure 3.13. Where in the RAM table, Y means true as defined before.
(1)
(2) (3)
(4)
(5)
(6) (7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
Figure 3.12: The example of color segmentation label.
Figure 3.13: The RAM of the sample partition.
Region Similarity Measure
We need also a criterion to tell which regions are good candidates to be merged. Two re-
gions can be successfully merged if they can be both represented by the same set of model
parameters. We then will establish a similarity measure to select the optimal regions to be
merged.
We studied three different criteria as following:
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• Similarity in the model’s parameters: We tried using the Euclidean distance between two
adjacent regions, as defined in Equation 3.17. Regions with similar modeled disparities
should be represented with similar parameters and thus, the distance between the two
sets of parameters should approach zero.
s = d(ci, cj) (3.17)
Where s means similarity, d is the Euclidean distance regions’ parameters and i,j are
two adjacent regions’ indexes.
• Number of inliers: Let’s suppose a pair of adjacent regions, i and j, with model param-
eters ci and cj respectively. Each set of parameters will result in a given number of
inliers, inli and inlj . We compute a set of parameters for the union of both regions and
we count the resulting number of inliers. The similarity can be defined as in Equation
3.18:
s = inli + inlj − inlij (3.18)
• PSNR of the reconstructed regions. Let’s suppose a pair of adjacent regions, i and j, with
model parameters ci and cj respectively. We reconstruct the original color information
for both regions and compute the respective SSE (Sum of Square Error, defined in
Equation 3.19 for RGB color image). Then, compute a set of parameters for the union
of both regions, we could reconstruct the resulting region using the resulting modeled
disparity and get the resulting SSEij . The similarity can be defined as 3.20:
SSEregion =
n∑
i=1
((ReconRi−OriRi)2+(ReconGi−OriGi)2+(ReconBi−OriBi)2) (3.19)
s = SSEi + SSEj − SSEij (3.20)
I tried first criterion in this thesis work because it is the one involving less computational
complexity. From the example of Figure 3.12 and RAM matrix 3.13, using the first criterion
could result in a region similarity measure matrix in Figure 3.14, based on Euclidean distance
between two adjacent regions’ parameters.
However, the assumption that most similar regions will have the smalles parameter’s
distance is not always true. Sometimes, merging the regions with the smallest parameterm
distance did not result in a decrease of the SSE, while merging regions where the distance
was not the smallest one resulted in SSE improvements. So then I select the second best
matching candidate in (the Euclidean distance based) the similarity measure matrix to make
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Figure 3.14: The DP matrix of the sample partition.
region merging and so on. The actual merging decision is made by checking the reconstruction
PSNR criterion (reconstruction PSNR is described in 2.4),and only merging regions if it
results in a decrease in the reconstruction SSE.
Comparing the three similarity measures above, the first two criteria are easy to implement
and involving less computation cost. But they are not robust, and usually they are not always
true. It maybe because the parameters for each region used in the first criterion are computed
from initial noisy disparity data by RANSAC. If the RANSAC fails to estimate the ture
parameters of the region, it may result in mistake similarity measure between two regions
later on. And the second inlier number criterion is also based on each region’s inlier number
that selected by RANSAC. If the RANSAC’s distance threshold ( 3.4.2)is not so strict, some
outliers may be selected as inliers in RANSAC process. It result in un-accurate calculation
of inlier number, and makes the second similarity measure criterion more un-robust.
The most secured criterion is the third ,which is based on SSE. It is as similar with PSNR
criterion, so it directly tells the square error between reconstructed region image and original
region image. But the drawback is it involves much more computation cost and we have to
try every merging possibility in all adjacent regions to select the most similar candidate to
do region merging.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Results and Analysis
In this chapter, the experimental results of local matching, disparity plane/surface fitting
by RANSAC based polynomial model, and disparity map refinement by segments merging
are shown and analyzed. I use reconstruction PSNR as main quality measure for estimated
disparity. All the PSNR results used in this thesis, are calculated using a mask (like 4.1 (c)
) to exclude the occlusion areas, because the disparity values in occlusion are meaningless.
4.1 Window-based Local Matching Experimental Results
The window-based local matching method is actually exploring the pixel intensity similarities
of the matching pixel (in reference image) in the other view image, but restricted to a small
rectangular searching area which is defined by the size of matching window. So this method
is discovering the pixel’s disparity by searching for the best matching pixel (winner-take-all
strategy) within a support region.
The Figure 4.1 is the testing image I used for the experiment of initial disparity estimation
using local method, (a) is the original left image, (b) is the colour segmentation label in 559
regions, (c) is the mask of left and right consistency checking from the pair of groundtruthes
(left and right) to exclude the occlusion area, (d) is the groundtruth of left image.
In this test, I am exploring how local window’s size as parameter winsize affecting the
final result. We can see the PSNR and winsize relationship in the Figure 4.2, that the
initial estimated disparity map will achieves optimal when doing the cross-validation test for
different window size. The result shows the choice of an appropriate window size is important.
Small window do not capture enough intensity variation to give correct results in less textured
regions, and large window do not capture well small details in the image.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.1: The test image Teddy.(a) is the original left image, (b) is the colour segmentation
label in 559 partitions by the mean-shift colour segmentation, (c) is the mask of left and right
consistency checking from the pair of groundtruthes (left and right) to exclude the occlusion
area and unknown disparities positions, these bad regions are displayed as black, (d) is the
groundtruth of left image.
Figure 4.2: Reconstructed image’s PSNR when changing the window size in local method.
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4.2 Polynomial Model Based Disparity Fitting
As it is discussed in the section 3.4, I am trying to model the disparity map using a colour
partition and a polynomial model for each region. I tried polynomial order 1 (planar model)
and polynomial order 2 (parabolic surface model). I replace the polynomial order 0 (averaging
filter) by a median filter, because median filter is more robust to the outliers than averaging
filter. Due to the least square method is more sensitive to the outliers than RANSAC for the
model fitting, I will focus on the RANSAC approach for modeling the polynomial plane or
surface.
4.2.1 Single Order Polynomial Model Fitting
Parameters Setting
I try to use a single order polynomial function for all colour segments disparity fitting in this
experiment.
The testing data set I used in this experiment are Teddy, Cones and Venus as shown in
the Figure 2.7. The images are segmented as following:
• Teddy image is segmented into 599 homogeneous colour segments
• Cones image is segmented into 553 homogeneous colour segments
• Venus image is segmented into 398 homogeneous colour segments
RANSAC is running until the model represents successfully a 99% of the region points
(99% inliers) with a maximum of 200 iterations. The disparity mismatch to consider that a
given point is not represented by a given model is 0.5 (distance threshold).
The input data points for RANSAC are the survived ’consistency’ points from left and
right cross check among the initial disparity map.
Experiment Result
I use the initial disparity estimation from local matching module as the input data for the
polynomial plane/surface fitting. The parameters in the local matching step are the optimal
parameters from the cross-validation test as shown in the section 4.1. The experiment result
overview is shown in the Table 4.1.
Where model in the table means the reconstruction PSNR of the polynomial modeled
disparity map and initial means using the initial disparity map from local matching.
The resulted disparity maps of this experiment are shown in the Figure 4.3. We could see
that visually the modeled disparity by polynomial funtion is better than the initial disparity
map from local matching. They appear more smooth and less noisy.
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Teddy Cones Venus
model initial model initial model initial
order 0 26.068 29.025 25.293 26.052 27.559 30.633
order 1 26.807 29.025 25.795 26.052 28.588 30.633
order 2 27.009 29.025 26.201 26.052 28.604 30.633
Table 4.1: The experiment result of reconstructed image PSNR in different polynomial
order function and different data set.
But unfortunatly, as considering the quantitive quality, it seems the polynomial modeling
has even worse reconstruction PSNR result than initial disparity. Only in the case of Cones
data test, polynomial order 2 modeling, the modeled disparity is 0.15dB better than initial
disparity’s. It is not what I expect initially.
What is more, it seems reconstruction PSNR is increasing when the order of polynomial
function is higher. It is because the order 1 and order 2 model reflect better the shape of
disparity.
Considering the result that initial disparity performs better than modeled disparity, it
is maybe some regions don’t have enough inliers for RANSAC to get a correct estimation.
Second, the initial colour partition may affect polynomial model fitting result as well, some
colour segment may contains complex geometry structure that one single polynomial model
can not handle it properly. It means the initial colour segmentation fails to meet the assump-
tion of segmentation-based disparity estimation approach. That is the mean-shift colour
segmentation should divide the image into non-overlapping regions of homogeneous colour,
within these regions should be very smooth surfaces. Because the real world objects are made
up of smooth surfaces. So the disparity values inside those colour segments are expected to
vary smoothly, and could be represented by a polynomial model. What is more, the second
assumption suggests disparity discontinuities should coincide with the boundaries of those
colour regions. But actual colour segmentation step may fail to meet the second assumption,
sometimes will overlap a disparity discontinuity.
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Initial disparity map
Order 0 polynomial modeling
Order 1 polynomial modeling
Order 2 polynomial modeling
Teddy Cones Venus
Figure 4.3: The modeled disparity output by polynomial function in different orders and
different image data set.
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4.2.2 Planar or Surface Assignning via Mixed Order Polynomial Model
We suppose the real world object’s surfaces could be modeled by three different order polyno-
mial models in most cases. But from previous experiment, we know using a single polynomial
function to model all the segments may not be proper. So I do this experiment to assign
each region with a proper polynomial model by cross-validation test. The algorithm tries to
fit three different order polynomial models for each individual region separately and finally
chooses the model with best reconstruction PSNR.
I use the same testing images as Teddy, Cones and Venus. They are segmented into 559
regions, 553 and 398 regions as before. The result for Teddy image shows in Figure 4.4. The
refined disparity map is shown in (b), exists much less noisy spots. The reconstructed image
using disparity (b) is shown in (e). It seems much better in visual quality comparing with
(d) (the one using initial disparity). Try to show in each region, which polynomial model
really helps to improve the PSNR than initial disparity, in 4.4 (c) I address the red colour
for improved regions using median filter (order 0 polynomial model) , the green colour is
for order 1 polynomial model, and the blue colour is for polynomial order 2 model. The
black regions mean no improvement for estimated disparity using any order polynomial model
against initial disparity. Image (c) is the mask of three colours, shows which order polynomial
model is chosen as the optimal one for each individual region. The correspondences between
colour and polynomial’s order is the same defined in (c). The difference is that (c) only shows
the improved regions and leaves the non-improved areas in black.
Figure 4.4: The disparity plane/surface fitting via different order polynomial models for
Teddy image.
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We see that the region of large planar area in the roof of toy house is modeled by order 1
(green) and order 0 (red) polynomial plane. The chest of teddy bear is modeled by order 2
polynomial model (blue) which reflects the real scene object’s geometric structure. But there
are still some areas show in black, which means worse PSNR quality than initial disparity
map. Those regions are mainly highly textured background area in Teddy image, they should
not be groupped as one region in the initial color segmentation in 4.1 (b). Actually the large
background area behind the Teddy bear consists of many small highly textured regions, but
they are all groupped into one region according to the intial color partition. Probably it is
due to color segmentation could only use color homogeneity as its criterion.
That may be the reason why polynomial model fails to get a better PSNR result than
initial disparity map. The segmentation-based method will succeed only when smoothness
assumption within a segment is explicitly enforced. Whearas the local matching could result
in better PSNR quality because it estimate pixel disparity at individual pixel size level not at
segment level. Local method will not be influenced by color segmentation. The experiment
results for test data Cones and Venus are shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 in following:
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.5: The disparity plane/surface assignning via different order polynomial models
for Cones image
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.6: The disparity plane/surface assignning via different order polynomial models
for Venus image
Where (a) is the initial disparity map, (b) is final modeled disparity map by mixed order
polynomial functions, (c) is the mask to show the regions where the polynomial model fitting
improves the PSNR, and it is shown in different colors representing which order polynomial
model is proposed, (d) is the reconstructed image by initial disparity map, (e) is the recon-
structed image by polynomial model fitted disparity map and (f) is the mask to show which
order polynomial model processes which region.
And the experiment results are shown in the Table 4.2. The Table 4.3 shows the
percentage of each different order polynomial model takes in the whole image processing
separately..
The median model (order 0 case) has always the most portion among three polynomial
order models. For most cases, the reconstruction PSNR by using mixed order polynomial
model is better than PSNR using the initial disparity map, that is what we expect. Only in
the case of Venus image, the modeled disparity is worse than initial disparity. Maybe it is
bacause Venus consists of many slanted regions, which are known quite difficult to handle in
correspondence problem.
I show the processing time for each image in the last column of 4.3, it takes more or less
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PSNR (model) PSNR (initial) Computation time
Teddy 27.6504 25.9963 4385.37 Sec
Cones 26.5725 24.3814 4491.54 Sec
Venus 29.0240 30.4273 3192.48 Sec
Table 4.2: Mixed order polynomial fitting performances among different image data set
order 0 order 1 order 2
Teddy 53.31 % 21.11 % 25.58 %
Cones 44.67 % 29.84 % 25.50 %
Venus 68.34 % 15.58 % 16.08 %
Table 4.3: Proportion of different order polynomial fitting on the image
4000 seconds for processing with RANSAC iteration number at 200 times. The program runs
in Matlab.
4.3 Disparity Map Refinement via Regions Merging
Due to the problems I encounter in the disparity plane/surface assignning by polynomial
model (RANSAC based) to refine the initial disparity map, that some small regions may
do not have enough really good inlier points for RANSAC to select and make a correct
model estimation. The idea of merging some similar regions, and re-assign the disparity
plane/surface for the groupped regions is proposed in my thesis.
As introduced in previous section, we suppose some regions with serious problem of occlu-
sion, noise and too small size, may get the support from their adjacent regions to re-assign the
correct disparity plane or surface for them. Some adjacent regions may have correct model
parameters estimated by RANSAC, and merge good regions with bad estimated regions could
re-assign the correct model parameters in the union areas.
The regions similarity measure criterion used in this experiment is the parameters simi-
larity measure based on Euclidean distance, but as discussed before, this criterion may not
usually be true. So I add the PSNR criterion in the end for actual merging decision. Each
merging step will check if the two regions merging really improves the final reconstruction
PSNR.
The quality measure for estimated disparity map uses PSNR calculated only in un-
occluded image areas, but PSNR could be calculated in the full image size as well. We
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use the occlusion mask computed from groundtruth to get the reconstruction PSNR in un-
occluded area as the final quality measure. Whearas, we compute the PSNR in full image
size as the merging criterion. Because the algorithm doesn’t have the occlusion mask during
merging steps.
So there are two PSNR measures in this experiment, we name the latter as criterion PSNR
(computed in full image).
4.3.1 Parameters Setting in Experiment
RANSAC is running until the model represents successfully a 95% of the region points with
a maximum of 100 iterations. The disparity mismatch to consider that a given point is not
represented by a given model is 1 (distance threshold) for order 1 polynomial model and 0.6
for order 2 polynomial model.
The input data points for RANSAC are the survived ’consistency’ points from left and
right cross check among the initial disparity map.
4.3.2 Experiment Results
I have done the experiments in Teddy, Cones and Venus images. They are segmented into
599, 743 and 398 segments by mean-shift color segmentation separately.
I have done the test of region merging improvement approach by polynomial order 2 model
in all three above images, and test region merging improvement in Teddy and Cones images
by polynomial order 1 model.
Second Order Polynomial Model Test
Because polynomial order 2 model seems perform better in the previous model fitting test,
so I try to do the region merging improvement first by order 2 model.
The experiment results of three different images are shown in following 4.7.
Where in this Figure, (a), (c), (e) are the PSNR evolution curves during the region merging
process for Teddy, Cones and Venus images. (b), (d), (f) are the criterion PSNR evolution
curves for those images.
In a first glance we find that the algorithm improves around 2 dB for Teddy after 400
rounds merging, around 0.7 dB PSNR improvement for Cones after 140 rounds merging
and around 1.5 dB PSNR improvement for Venus after 175 rounds merging. The PSNR
improvement per merging round is more or less the same for Teddy and Cones images, which
are segmented into more than 500 regions. The PSNR improvment speed at one merging step
for Venus seems faster than other two. Generally it may due to the larger region’s size is, the
more PSNR improvement at each merging step is.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 4.7: The PSNR evolution curve and criterion PSNR evolution curve of region merg-
ing in three different images experiments
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The improved reconstruction images of Teddy at some merging round are shown in Figure
4.8.
Figure 4.8: The Teddy’s reconstructed image improvment during the region merging pro-
cess.
We could see reconstructed image at different merging round is more and more refined,
that white holes in the initial reconstruction image is been filled. Because the merging process
merges good estimated region with bad region (they are suppose to belong to same segment,
but color segmentation separate them at beginning), and improves the model fitting in bad
regions.
To show the insight of how merging process works, and to check if our assumption is true.
I extract some typical point in this evolution curve as shown in the Figure 4.9.
I take the big improvement point at the merging round 133 point as an example. It shows
a big jump of PSNR value from 27.0219 dB to 27.6543 dB, which is a quite big improvement
respect to regions merging in over-segmented image. Because there are lots really small
regions at the initial segmented label. At this merging step the region 78 and region 112 are
merged together into newly indexed region 78. This region label changing is shown in the
Figure 4.10. It is reasonable that we could see those two regions are belong to the same
plane structure in the real object.
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Figure 4.9: Some sample points in the Teddy disparity’s PSNR evolution curve.
Label before merging for region 78
and region 112
Label after merging, two regions are
merged into region 78
Figure 4.10: Region 78 and region 112 are merged together.
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I extract the disparity re-assignning at this mering step in the Figure 4.11. Plot (a) is the
original disparity distribution of region 78 and I zoom in the image to find the hiden plane
structure among those raw data in (b). We can see lots discontinuity disparity points in this
region, they are responsible for the white defect points shown in reconstruction image in 4.8.
Plot (c) then shows the initial disparity distribution in region 112, there is as well a hiden
plane model among those data points shown in (d). We could see clearly the groundtruth
disparity distribution in those two regions in (e) is just one plane model. So after the successful
merging step, the polynomial order 2 model re-assign the disparity for the union areas in (f),
no noise points exist any more now. The only problem is the model in such a large planar
area may not be so proper, that second order polynomial is modeling the parabolic surface,
we could see the curved surface in (e), it is a little distorted from the groundtruth geometry.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 4.11: Disparity map improvement by regions merging. (a)the disparity distribu-
tion of region 78, (b)the hiden disparity plane model among initial disparity estimation in
region 78, (c)the disparity distribution of region 112, (d)the hiden disparity plane model of
region 112, (e)the groundtruth disparity distribution for the region 78 and region 112, (f)the
disparity estimation by polynomial order 2 model re-assignning in the merged region.
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The problem of some drop points in the PSNR evolution curve in 4.9, such as the point
at x=93 and point at x=306. The reason is introduced at the beginning, the PSNR evolution
curve is based on the PSNR calculated at non-occluded areas, but the PSNR used as criterion
in merging step we could only get it in full image size (because, in general, we will not have
a groundtruth disparity to compute the occlusions).
So maybe some regions are in the occlusion according the occlusion mask of groundtruth,
that they are merged. The PSNR calculated in the full image indicates the merging step
improves those regions, but this improvement will never shown in the PSNR value calculated
in un-occluded regions. That is the reason why there are some drop points in the PSNR
evolusion curve.
I take one example to justify my analysis for the drop point x=306, and illustrate the
example in Figure 4.12. Because the merging step are merging region 214 and 216, and
the PSNR of those two regions is improved after merging. But the final evaluation, I only
consider the un-occluded areas, so the final PSNR shown in figure 4.9 is different as the
criterion PSNR. The former PSNR is restricted in un-occluded region, that drop point means
the occluded region (black in mask (e)) in 216 segment (before merging) may worsen the
disparity in un-occluded areas after merging, that is why PSNR drops. But in overall, for
considering the whole regions including segment 214 and segment 216, merging may improves
the gobal disparity quality due to the good disparity distribution in unoccluded areas, that
is why criterion PSNR increase in reverse side.
First Order Polynomial Model Test
I test Teddy and Cones images in region merging by polynomial order 1 model. All the
parameters mentioned before are as the same as in the second order polynomial model test.
The Figure 4.13 shows the PSNR evolution curve of in (a) and the criterion PSNR curve
in (b). The figures (c) and (d) are PSNR evolution curve and criterion PSNR curve separately
in Cones image test.
In Teddy image, the merging process takes around 300 merging steps to reach 1.5 dB
PSNR improvement. While for the Cones image, the merging process reach 0.7 dB PSNR
improvement for around 175 merging steps.
In the last experiment, I adjust the local matching step’s parameters to optimal parameters
in Teddy image, and do the region merging improvement test by order 1 polynomial function
again.
The result is shown in Figure 4.14. It is relatively slow but the improvement evolution
justifies the approach will keep improving the disparity quality.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 4.12: The PSNR drops due to the reason of occlusion.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.13: The PSNR and criterion PSNR curves for Teddy and Cones in order 1 poly-
nomial modal case
Figure 4.14: Teddy region merging test with optimal starting point. (a)the PSNR evolution
curve, (b)the criterion PSNR curve.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, we have studied the local matching based disparity estimation, the color
segmentation-based polynomial model disparity fitting, and disparity map refinement ap-
proach using regions mering.
We have implemented the RANSAC and Least Squares based polynomial model disparity
fitting programs and disparity map refinement program using region merging (polynomial
order 1 and order 2 models). We have proposed the mixed order polynomial model disparity
fitting for the initial disparity map improvement as well.
From the local matching result, we know that the size of local window will really affect
the quality of initial disparity estimation. Small window do not capture enough intensity
variation to give correct results in less textured regions, and large window do not capture well
small details in the image.
The polynomial model based disparity fitting using segmentation label may not work
better than initial disparity map in the experiment, it is due to some regions don’t have
enough inliers for RANSAC to fit a correct model. It is the reason we have to do region
merging to refine the final disparity map as well. The color segmentation will affect the
result. In the cases that segmentation approach fails to meet the smoothness assumption,
some segment may include complex texture. The true disparity distribution inside those
regions will then not only follow a single model, the polynomial model can not work well.
As proposing the idea of using mixed order polynomial model to do the disparity fitting,
we have seen the improvement to the initial disparity map. It is more computational cost. We
have seen the proportion of different polynomial model takes in the improvement, that order
0 takes the most and order 1 , order share more or less the same portion. It may implies lots
regions are actually planars parallel to the camera fronts (order 0), some regions are planes
with inclination angle between camera fronts, some regions are more like curved surface in
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real scene structure.
In the end, the disparity map refinement by region merging is studied. The experiment
result shows good improvement for initial disparity map. If the initial disparity is good
enough, the approach will improve at a relatively slow speed, but it keeps improving the final
disparity map.
The different region similarity measures are studied, and we implement the Euclidean
distance based parameter similarity with PSNR criterion together for actual merging step.
The parameter similarity measure may not always be ture, that the best matching candidate
may fail to improve the reconstruction PSNR. So it is not the best description of ajacent
region’s similarity. We have checked the inlier criterion manually in merging process as well.
It can not reflect the regions similarity sometimes as well, probably is due to RANSAC fails
to exclude outliers in some regions (regions do not meet the smoothness assumption). So we
use the PSNR criterion in the end, to secure the robustness of algorithm for increasing the
disparity map quality.
When the parameter similarity measure fails sometimes, the algorithm turns to the second
best matching candidate to try merging, and so on. It is more like trying all the possibilities
of adjacent region pairs, so it is highly computation cost.
We have tried different images, and we are sure the method improves the initial disparity
map in any case.
5.2 Future Work
Based on the experiment results, there are many possibilities of RANSAC parameters com-
binations, we have to find the optimal parameters in most cases for polynomial model based
disparity fitting step, it may output better PSNR value than initial disparity.
The region similarity measure criterion should be studied further, to find a more effective
measure criterion with less computation cost. We could also try to do region merging for
all the possible adjacent regions. The proposed mixed order polynomial model fitting could
be implemented in future work, that the algorithm should merge two regions belong to the
similar model, and for different region pair using the different polynomial model.
Because recently the belief propation based global methods achieve big success, this algo-
rithm should be studied. Belief propagation is an iterative inference algorithm that propa-
gates messages in the network [15]. It formulates the stereo matching problem as an energy
minimization problem [11].
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